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“The title is an Annie Lennox song from the 80s, ‘No More “I Love You’s”’. I was 
listening to an old Patti Smith interview and she talked about hearing it around the 
time when her husband died, leaving her a young widow alone with two children. Patti 
speaks so beautifully about loss: the feeling that she would never love anyone so deeply 
again, then coming to terms with grief as part of life, unavoidable. It’s what makes us 

human, and we keep those we lose within us always.

I feel the truth in that. I lost my father in 2018, but sometimes when I’m in the garden 
of my childhood home, I find myself having a conversation with him. He planted the 
garden and I hear his voice when I am with the summer roses in the late afternoon 
light – he never tired of the beauty of roses. The collection is more about emotions 
than anything else. I designed it with my feelings. In the end there are a lot of flowers 

– maybe that was my dad, or maybe I am having my ‘flower phase’.”

– sophie bille brahe
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No More “I Love You’s”



For Spring/Summer 2022, Sophie Bille Brahe fills her universe with flowers – a 
common motif in jewellery, yet filtered through her modernist Danish sensibility, 
paring the settings right back to display the raw unadorned beauty of the diamonds 

and glow of the gold. 

Sophie introduces the Fontaine series of pieces in gold and diamonds – conceived 
quite literally as a fountain of flowers, diamonds cascading. The centerpiece of the 
collection is the Fontaine de Fleur earrings, a row of dazzling light-catching diamond 

flowers in ascending sizes, made with a total carat of 5,94 TW.VVS diamonds. 

Sophie has also reworked her tennis necklace as a variation on the floral theme, 
designing the Fleur de Tennis with a row of flowers set with diamonds graduating 
in size around the neck. For Sophie it always comes back to diamonds: ‘They really 
do have a magical feeling that I can’t explain.’ The gold Fontaine earrings feature a 

cascade of shimmering diamonds.

Sophie also adds to the Peggy pearl collection with the Peggy Fontaine necklace, 
featuring lustrous freshwater pearls decreasing in size, with two clusters gathered 
organically on the chain. The Fontaine Bellis earring features gorgeous clusters of 
freshwater pearls – baroque yet somehow modern - almost 200 in total. The Grand 
Bellis is a new addition to the pearl family, a long elegant line of pearls finishing with 

a teardrop pearl.

This season’s campaign features the musician, actor and artist Kaya Wilkins, 
photographed by her longtime collaborator and friend Casper Sejersen in a classical, 

romantic garden near Copenhagen.
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